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przedmiot - ENGLISH

USE OF ENGLISH
1. Finish the similes with the noun the English use in the phrase.


light as a ...........................



cold as a ...........................



white as a ....................…

2. Transform the sentences keeping the same meaning.


I insist that you should tell her.

I insist…………………………………………………………………….……………………


I am convinced that he is honest

I am convinced……………………………………………………………………………….


I suggest that you get a car.

I suggest………………………………………………………………………………………

3. Choose the adverb that goes naturally in the sentence.


I absolutely/completely/sincerely adore chocolate.



The cause of the catastrophe will be entirely/greatly/fully investigated.



I totally/greatly/seriously appreciate your help.

4. Which of the words in each set does not rhyme with the other three?


fare, heir, player, prayer



toad, loud, load, sewed



wool, pull, dull, bull

5. Which sentence is not correct?


He came into the money when his uncle died

He came into it when his uncle died.
When his uncle died, he came into the money.
When his uncle died, he came it into.


I'm going to give the old trousers away as they don't fit anymore.

I'm going to give away them as they don't fit anymore.
I'm going to give away the old trousers as they don't fit anymore.
I'm going to give them away as they don't fit anymore.

UNDERSTANDING TEXTS
6. Read the text and choose the best answer:
(„A Doll’s House” Henrik Ibsen)
NORA: I have existed merely to perform tricks for you, Torvald. But you wanted it like that.
You and father have committed a great sin against me. It is your fault that I have made
nothing of my life. Our home has been nothing but a playroom. I have been your doll-wife,
just as at home I was father's doll-child; and here the children have been my dolls.



How does Ibsen’s character, Nora , feel about her life?

A) accusatory /bitter
B) pompous/solemn
C) lighthearted /elated

7. Read the text and answer the question refering to the message and the literary and
linguistic features of the text :

The world's population has reached 7 billion and is forecast to reach around 9
billion by 2050. As the world's population grows its need for water, food and energy will
increase. Meeting this challenge will be difficult and will place demands on all of us. At Shell
we are determined to help meet the energy challenge, supplying a broad mix of lower
emission energy sources. We're making our fuels and lubricants more advanced and more
efficient than before. With our partner in Brazil, we're also producing, a biofuel made from
renewable sugar cane. And we're delivering natural gas to more countries than any other
energy company. When used to generate electricity, natural gas emits around half the CO2 of
coal. Let's broaden the world's energy mix.
(Let's Go. www.youtube.com/shellletsgo)


QUESTION: How does company create trustworthiness?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

8. Read the text and answer the question providing examples from the text and explaining
their impact:
(President Ronald Reagan’s speech commemorating the 40th Anniversary
of the Normandy Invasion, D-day)
We're here to mark that day in history when the Allied armies joined in battle to reclaim this
continent to liberty. For 4 long years, much of Europe had been under a terrible shadow. Free
nations had fallen, Jews cried out in the camps, millions cried out for liberation. Europe was

enslaved, and the world prayed for its rescue. Here in Normandy the rescue began. Here the
Allies stood and fought against tyranny in a giant undertaking unparalleled in human history.
We stand on a lonely, windswept point on the northern shore of France. The air is soft, but
40 years ago at this moment, the air was dense with smoke and the cries of men, and the air
was filled with the crack of rifle fire and the roar of cannon. At dawn, on the morning of the
6th of June, 1944, 225 Rangers jumped off the British landing craft and ran to the bottom of
these cliffs. Their mission was one of the most difficult and daring of the invasion: to climb
these sheer and desolate cliffs and take out the enemy guns. The Allies had been told that
some of the mightiest of these guns were here and they would be trained on the beaches to
stop the Allied advance.


QUESTION: How does President Reagan use the language to appeal to our emotions?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

